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The Mushroom Cultivator - Paul Stamets 1983
... The best source of information on growing
mushrooms at home (back cover.).
Your Psilocybin Mushroom Companion Michelle Janikian 2019-11-19
Learn. Prepare. Trip. Transform! With so much
misinformation surrounding magic mushrooms
out there, it can be hard to separate fact from
fiction. This is where Your Psilocybin Mushroom
Companion comes in to help. In this book, you’ll
find a comprehensive yet friendly guide to
everything there is to know about magic
mushrooms. Learn how to plan safe, effective
trips with easy-to-follow step-by-step advice.
Discover how to train a guide to take care of
those on psychedelic voyages, as well as how to
access the transformative nature of these
experiences. Even learn how microdosing can
improve your mood, cognitive functioning,
creativity, physical stamina, and more. With the
most up-to-date research, Your Psilocybin
Mushroom Companion will put magic
mushrooms into perspective, dispel myths and
urban legends, and open your mind to the
benefits of psychedelic tripping.
How to Grow Psilocybin Mushrooms at Home Jonathan Syrian 2021-01-05
Do you want to grow your own magic
mushrooms at home? Have you experienced the
magical trip of psilocybin mushrooms
before?This is a comprehensive guide on the
shroom-a-cultural-history-of-the-magic-mushroom-andy-letcher

medical, chemical and healing properties of
magic mushrooms and for anyone who wants to
understand the basics of magic mushrooms,
their safe use and ways to cultivate them
quickly, safely, and effectively at home. The
author will guide you through different methods
of cultivating psilocybin mushrooms (from basic
growing to more advanced techniques) and
provide you with detailed step-by-step
instructions on how to create your first flush at
home. So if you want to know how to recognize
magic mushrooms, grow them in your home, and
use them to improve your health, this is the only
book you'll need!Here's what else you'll learn: Classification of magic mushrooms, their life
cycle and how they reproduce-The natural
habitats of psilocybin mushrooms on every
continent-How to cultivate mushrooms at your
home - methods, conditions, and strategiesDifferent psilocybin mushroom cultivation
methods (PF tek, Flat Cake Tek, Rye Grain Tek,
Pop Corn Tek, Psilly Simon's Method, etc.)-A
step by step guide on growing psilocybin
mushrooms from your own home-Instructions for
identifying magic mushrooms and recognizing
potentially dangerous ones-How to use a magic
mushrooms spores-How to properly use
psilocybin mushrooms safely-Precautions to take
for those using psilocybin mushrooms-How to
micro-dose psilocybin mushrooms and what that
actually entails-Calculating proper dosage for
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micro-dosing-And much more!Using psilocybin
mushrooms for health benefits is completely
safe, and you won't be in any danger of
overdosing. However, you will need to know
exactly how much mushrooms to consume and
which ones are safe. This book will make sure
you avoid common mistakes and have a pleasant,
safe and healthful experience.
Mycophilia - Eugenia Bone 2013-02-26
An incredibly versatile cooking ingredient
containing an abundance of vitamins, minerals,
and possibly cancer-fighting properties,
mushrooms are among the most expensive and
sought-after foods on the planet. Yet when it
comes to fungi, culinary uses are only the tip of
the iceberg. Throughout history fungus has been
prized for its diverse properties—medicinal,
ecological, even recreational—and has spawned
its own quirky subculture dedicated to exploring
the weird biology and celebrating the unique
role it plays on earth. In Mycophilia,
accomplished food writer and cookbook author
Eugenia Bone examines the role of fungi as
exotic delicacy, curative, poison, and
hallucinogen, and ultimately discovers that a
greater understanding of fungi is key to facing
many challenges of the 21st century.
Engrossing, surprising, and packed with up-todate science and cultural exploration,
Mycophilia is part narrative and part primer for
foodies, science buffs, environmental advocates,
and anyone interested in learning a lot about
one of the least understood and most curious
organisms in nature.
The Wild Kindness - Bett Williams 2020-09
A funny, lyrically brilliant memoir of learning to
grow psychedelic mushrooms and discovering
the vast power of mycelium wisdom and
medicine.
Psilocybin Mushrooms - Jonathan Syrian
2021-01-05
Do you want to grow your own magic
mushrooms at home? Have you experienced the
magical trip of psilocybin mushrooms before?
This is a comprehensive guide on the medical,
chemical and healing properties of magic
mushrooms and for anyone who wants to
understand the basics of magic mushrooms,
their safe use and ways to cultivate them
quickly, safely, and effectively at home. This
book also presents the complete cultural history
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of psilocybin mushrooms, from prehistory to
modern times . The author will guide you
through different methods of cultivating
psilocybin mushrooms (from basic growing to
more advanced techniques) and provide you with
detailed step-by-step instructions on how to
create your first flush at home. So if you want to
know how to recognize magic mushrooms, grow
them in your home, and use them to improve
your health, this is the only book you'll need!
Here's what else you'll learn: How our ancestors
used these mushrooms to utilize their many
psychedelic and healing properties Classification
of magic mushrooms, their life cycle and how
they reproduce The natural habitats of
psilocybin mushrooms on every continent How
to cultivate mushrooms at your home - methods,
conditions, and strategies Different psilocybin
mushroom cultivation methods A step by step
guide on growing psilocybin mushrooms from
your own home Instructions for identifying
magic mushrooms and recognizing potentially
dangerous ones Molecular and chemical
structures of mushrooms with a description of
their physical and mental effects The legal status
of magic mushrooms in different parts of the
world How to use a magic mushrooms spores
How to properly use psilocybin mushrooms
safely Precautions to take for those using
psilocybin mushrooms How to micro-dose
psilocybin mushrooms and what that actually
entails Calculating proper dosage for microdosing A list of most common species of
psilocybin mushrooms And much more! Using
psilocybin mushrooms for health benefits is
completely safe, and you won't be in any danger
of overdosing. However, you will need to know
exactly how much mushrooms to consume and
which ones are safe. This book will make sure
you avoid common mistakes and have a pleasant,
safe and healthful experience. So Scroll up, click
on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy
Now!
The Complete Mushroom Hunter, Revised Gary Lincoff 2017-06-15
In The Complete Mushroom Hunter, Revised,
Gary Lincoff escorts you through the culinary
history of the mushroom and on to preparing
and serving the fungi.
The Cult of Pharmacology - Richard DeGrandpre
2006-11-06
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America had a radically different relationship
with drugs a century ago. Drug prohibitions
were few, and while alcohol was considered a
menace, the public regularly consumed
substances that are widely demonized today.
Heroin was marketed by Bayer Pharmaceuticals,
and marijuana was available as a tincture of
cannabis sold by Parke Davis and Company.
Exploring how this rather benign relationship
with psychoactive drugs was transformed into
one of confusion and chaos, The Cult of
Pharmacology tells the dramatic story of how, as
one legal drug after another fell from grace, new
pharmaceutical substances took their place.
Whether Valium or OxyContin at the pharmacy,
cocaine or meth purchased on the street, or
alcohol and tobacco from the corner store, drugs
and drug use proliferated in twentieth-century
America despite an escalating war on “drugs.”
Richard DeGrandpre, a past fellow of the
National Institute on Drug Abuse and author of
the best-selling book Ritalin Nation, delivers a
remarkably original interpretation of drugs by
examining the seductive but ill-fated belief that
they are chemically predestined to be either
good or evil. He argues that the determination to
treat the medically sanctioned use of drugs such
as Miltown or Seconal separately from the illicit
use of substances like heroin or ecstasy has
blinded America to how drugs are transformed
by the manner in which a culture deals with
them. Bringing forth a wealth of scientific
research showing the powerful influence of
social and psychological factors on how the
brain is affected by drugs, DeGrandpre
demonstrates that psychoactive substances are
not angels or demons irrespective of why, how,
or by whom they are used. The Cult of
Pharmacology is a bold and necessary new
account of America’s complex relationship with
drugs.
The Mushroom Hunters - Langdon Cook 2013
A culinary and natural history of mushroom
foraging subculture juxtaposes the experiences
of savvy mushroom-hunting iconoclasts and
loners against the high-priced capitalism of fourstar kitchens.
True Hallucinations - Terence Mckenna
1994-04-22
This mesmerizing, surreal account of the bizarre
adventures of Terence McKenna, his brother
shroom-a-cultural-history-of-the-magic-mushroom-andy-letcher

Dennis, and a small band of their friends, is a
wild ride of exotic experience and scientific
inquiry. Exploring the Amazon Basin in search of
mythical shamanic hallucinogens, they
encounter a host of unusual characters -including a mushroom, a flying saucer, pirate
Mantids from outer space, an appearance by
James and Nora Joyce in the guise of poultry,
and translinguistic matter -- and discover the
missing link in the development of human
consciousness and language.
Shroom - Andy Letcher 2006
Is Santa Claus really a magic mushroom in
disguise? Was Alice in Wonderland a thinly
veiled psychedelic mushroom odyssey? Did
mushroom tea kick-start ancient Greek
philosophy? The 'magic mushroom' was only
rediscovered fifty years ago, but has
accumulated all sorts of folktales and urban
legends along the way. In this timely and
definitive study, Andy Letcher strips away the
myths to get at the true story of how
hallucinogenic mushrooms, once shunned in the
West as the most pernicious of poisons, came to
be the illicit drug of choice.
The Sacred Mushroom and the Cross - John
M. John M. Allegro 2014-12-10
This book is the first published statement of the
fruits of some years' work of a largely
philological nature. It presents a new
appreciation of the relationship of the languages
of the ancient world and the implication of this
advance for our understanding of the Bible and
of the origins of Christianity.
Decomposing The Shadow - James W. Jesso
2013-06-19
Decomposing The Shadow presents a
psychological model for the experience of the
magic psilocybin mushroom. It explores what the
experience of this psychedelic medicine exposes
to us about the nature of mind, emotion, society,
psychospiritual maturity, and reality itself. This
book is about facing the darkness within each of
us, developing the courage of emotional honesty,
and investigating how the unacknowledged
aspects of self, the shadow, can make the
grounds of personal growth fertile again. The
psilocybin mushroom offers us the opportunity
to experience life from a point of amplified
emotional, psychological, and spiritual
significance. It unlocks a perspective of self and
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other that is naturally occurring within us, but
culturally suppressed to the point of nearly
complete omission. When we begin to navigate
the vastly novel experiences this substance can
provide us, we further enable its potential for
not only exposing, but healing the unconscious
narratives that hold us back from being our
fullest, most courageous, most honest self.
Psilocybe Mushrooms & Their Allies - Paul
Stamets 1978
Fungipedia - Lawrence Millman 2019-10-29
"This little book is big fun."—Michael Pollan An
illustrated mini-encyclopedia of fungal lore, from
John Cage and Terrence McKenna to mushroom
sex and fairy rings Fungipedia presents a
delightful A–Z treasury of mushroom lore. With
more than 180 entries—on topics as varied as
Alice in Wonderland, chestnut blight, medicinal
mushrooms, poisonings, Santa Claus, and waxy
caps—this collection will transport both general
readers and specialists into the remarkable
universe of fungi. Combining ecological,
ethnographic, historical, and contemporary
knowledge, author and mycologist Lawrence
Millman discusses how mushrooms are much
more closely related to humans than to plants,
how they engage in sex, how insects farm them,
and how certain species happily dine on leftover
radiation, cockroach antennae, and dung. He
explores the lives of individuals like African
American scientist George Washington Carver,
who specialized in crop diseases caused by
fungi; Beatrix Potter, creator of Peter Rabbit,
who was prevented from becoming a
professional mycologist because she was a
woman; and Gordon Wasson, a J. P. Morgan vicepresident who almost single-handedly
introduced the world to magic mushrooms.
Millman considers why fungi are among the
most significant organisms on our planet and
how they are currently being affected by
destructive human behavior, including climate
change. With charming drawings by artist and
illustrator Amy Jean Porter, Fungipedia offers a
treasure trove of scientific and cultural
information. The world of mushrooms lies right
at your door—be amazed!
The Devil's Book of Culture - Benjamin
Feinberg 2010-01-01
Since the 1950s, the Sierra Mazateca of Oaxaca,
shroom-a-cultural-history-of-the-magic-mushroom-andy-letcher

Mexico, has drawn a strange assortment of
visitors and pilgrims—schoolteachers and
government workers, North American and
European spelunkers exploring the region's vast
cave system, and counterculturalists from
hippies (John Lennon and other celebrities
supposedly among them) to New Age seekers, all
chasing a firsthand experience of transcendence
and otherness through the ingestion of
psychedelic mushrooms "in context" with a
Mazatec shaman. Over time, this steady
incursion of the outside world has significantly
influenced the Mazatec sense of identity, giving
rise to an ongoing discourse about what it means
to be "us" and "them." In this highly original
ethnography, Benjamin Feinberg investigates
how different understandings of Mazatec
identity and culture emerge through talk that
circulates within and among various groups,
including Mazatec-speaking businessmen,
curers, peasants, intellectuals, anthropologists,
bureaucrats, cavers, and mushroom-seeking
tourists. Specifically, he traces how these groups
express their sense of culture and identity
through narratives about three nearby yet
strange discursive "worlds"—the "magic world"
of psychedelic mushrooms and shamanic
practices, the underground world of caves and
its associated folklore of supernatural beings
and magical wealth, and the world of the past or
the past/present relationship. Feinberg's
research refutes the notion of a static Mazatec
identity now changed by contact with the
outside world, showing instead that identity
forms at the intersection of multiple
transnational discourses.
How to Change Your Mind - Michael Pollan
2019-05-14
Now on Netflix as a 4-part documentary series!
“Pollan keeps you turning the pages . . .
cleareyed and assured.” —New York Times A #1
New York Times Bestseller, New York Times
Book Review 10 Best Books of 2018, and New
York Times Notable Book A brilliant and brave
investigation into the medical and scientific
revolution taking place around psychedelic
drugs--and the spellbinding story of his own lifechanging psychedelic experiences When Michael
Pollan set out to research how LSD and
psilocybin (the active ingredient in magic
mushrooms) are being used to provide relief to
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people suffering from difficult-to-treat conditions
such as depression, addiction and anxiety, he did
not intend to write what is undoubtedly his most
personal book. But upon discovering how these
remarkable substances are improving the lives
not only of the mentally ill but also of healthy
people coming to grips with the challenges of
everyday life, he decided to explore the
landscape of the mind in the first person as well
as the third. Thus began a singular adventure
into various altered states of consciousness,
along with a dive deep into both the latest brain
science and the thriving underground
community of psychedelic therapists. Pollan sifts
the historical record to separate the truth about
these mysterious drugs from the myths that have
surrounded them since the 1960s, when a
handful of psychedelic evangelists inadvertently
catalyzed a powerful backlash against what was
then a promising field of research. A unique and
elegant blend of science, memoir, travel writing,
history, and medicine, How to Change Your
Mind is a triumph of participatory journalism. By
turns dazzling and edifying, it is the gripping
account of a journey to an exciting and
unexpected new frontier in our understanding of
the mind, the self, and our place in the world.
The true subject of Pollan's "mental travelogue"
is not just psychedelic drugs but also the eternal
puzzle of human consciousness and how, in a
world that offers us both suffering and joy, we
can do our best to be fully present and find
meaning in our lives.
The Harvard Psychedelic Club - Don Lattin
2011-01-04
This book is the story of how three brilliant
scholars and one ambitious freshman crossed
paths in the early sixties at a Harvard-sponsored
psychedelic-drug research project, transforming
their lives and American culture and launching
the mind/body/spirit movement that inspired the
explosion of yoga classes, organic produce, and
alternative medicine. The four men came
together in a time of upheaval and
experimentation, and their exploration of an
expanded consciousness set the stage for the
social, spiritual, sexual, and psychological
revolution of the 1960s. Timothy Leary would be
the rebellious trickster, the premier proponent
of the therapeutic and spiritual benefits of LSD,
advising a generation to "turn on, tune in, and
shroom-a-cultural-history-of-the-magic-mushroom-andy-letcher

drop out." Richard Alpert would be the seeker,
traveling to India and returning to America as
Ram Dass, reborn as a spiritual leader with his
"Be Here Now" mantra, inspiring a restless army
of spiritual pilgrims. Huston Smith would be the
teacher, practicing every world religion,
introducing the Dalai Lama to the West, and
educating generations of Americans to adopt a
more tolerant, inclusive attitude toward other
cultures' beliefs. And young Andrew Weil would
be the healer, becoming the undisputed leader
of alternative medicine, devoting his life to the
holistic reformation of the American health care
system. It was meant to be a time of joy, of
peace, and of love, but behind the scenes lurked
backstabbing, jealousy, and outright betrayal. In
spite of their personal conflicts, the members of
the Harvard Psychedelic Club would forever
change the way Americans view religion and
practice medicine, and the very way we look at
body and soul.
The Origins of Religion - Nicklas Failla 2015
Soma Divine Mushroom of Immortality - R
Gordon Wasson 2021-01-26
One of the key enigmas of cultural history has
been the identity of a sacred plant called Soma
in the ancient Rig Veda of India. Mr. Wasson has
aroused considerable attention in learned circles
and beyond by advancing and documenting the
thesis that Soma was a hallucinogenic
mushroom - none other than the Amanita
muscaria, the fly-agaric that until recent times
was the centre of shamanic rites among the
Siberian and Uralic tribesmen. In his
presentation he throws fascinating light on the
role of mushrooms in religious ritual. A section
on the post-Vedic history of Soma is contributed
by the Sanskrit scholar Wendy Doniger
O'Flaherty.Brian C. Muraresku in his best selling
book, The Immortality Key: The Secret History
Of The Religion With No Name, used Robert
Gordon Wassons work: Soma The Divine
Mushroom Of Immortality as one of his research
tools. Brian C. Muraresku's book features a
brilliant Foreword by Graham Hancock, the New
York Times bestselling author of America Before:
The Key to Earth's Lost Civilization. Amanita
muscaria or the Fly Agaric is not a well-known
mushroom based on its scientific name or
common name. Yet, the picture on the left, of
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this mushroom, will probably be familiar to the
reader. In recent time, it is the mushroom that
has been adopted as the "prototype" mushroom
in western cultures. Its image can be seen in
Christmas and greeting cards, children's stories,
science fiction and fantasy illustrations, and in
mushroom models. There has even been a great
deal made of its connections with Christmas, but
probably too much has been made of this
connection and different interpretations of this
theory is available. However, it is more than just
a "pretty mushroom". It is a species that is
thought to have had tremendous impact on some
of today's cultures for at least four thousand
years and has been thought by some to be at the
root of the origin of some of today's religions. In
1968, Gordon Wasson put forth the concept that
this mushroom was the "plant" that was referred
to as Soma, in his now much cited "Soma, Divine
Mushroom of Immortality". Wasson believed
Soma was the mushroom that was utilized in
religious ceremonies, over 4000 years ago,
before the beginning of our Christian era, by the
people who called themselves "Aryans". Wasson
also believed the hallucinogenic properties of
the A. muscaria to be the cause of the "ecstasy"
described in the Rig Veda, the holy book of the
Hindu.
Shroom - Andy Letcher 2007-02-27
Is Santa Claus really a magic mushroom in
disguise? Was Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
a thinly veiled psychedelic mushroom odyssey?
Did mushroom tea kick-start ancient Greek
philosophy? Much stranger than the fictions it
has inspired, the world of the magic mushroom
is a place where shamans and hippies rub
shoulders with psychiatrists, poets and
international bankers. The magic mushroom was
rediscovered only fifty years ago but has
accumulated all sorts of folktales and urban
legends along the way. In this timely and
definitive study, Andy Letcher strips away the
myths to get at the true story of how
hallucinogenic mushrooms, once shunned in the
West as the most pernicious of poisons, came to
be the illicit drug of choice. Chronicling the
history of the magic mushroom, from its use by
the Aztecs of Central America and the tribes of
Siberia through to the present day, Letcher
takes a critical and humorous look at the drug's
more recent manifestations. Since the 1970s
shroom-a-cultural-history-of-the-magic-mushroom-andy-letcher

scientists and others in major Western nations,
the United States and the United Kingdom in
particular, have identified hundreds of
hallucinogenic species, isolated their active
ingredients, learned how to cultivate them on an
industrial scale, and spread them around the
world. More than any other civilization that has
come before us, and despite all the myths we
have built, we, by all rights, are the true magic
mushroom enthusiasts. Informative, lively and
impeccably researched, Shroom presents a
unique and engaging study of this most
extraordinary of psychedelic drugs.
The Psilocybin Connection - Jahan
Khamsehzadeh, PhD 2022-04-05
A comprehensive guide to psilocybin mushrooms
and their impact on our psychology, biology, and
social development. How—and why—do
psychedelics exist? Did psilocybin catalyze our
early human ancestors’ social evolution? And
how can an integral understanding of
psychedelics quite literally change the world? In
an ambitious and comprehensive look at
psilocybin—and an inside look at how humanity
co-evolved alongside "magic" mushrooms—Jahan
Khamsehzadeh, PhD, explores our historical and
ancestral relationship to psychedelics and
presents new and exciting research about what
psilocybin can mean for us today. Separated into
three sections—Present, Past, and Future—The
Psilocybin Connection advances our
understanding of psychedelics in unexpected
and original ways. Khamsehzadeh shares
compelling research that suggests how naturally
occurring psychedelics may have played an
essential role in humanity's social, cultural, and
linguistic evolution. Supported by archaeological
evidence, neuroscience, and academic studies,
he explores how mushrooms gave rise to art and
expression, impacted spiritual experiences, and
even spurred human brain development.
Blending the most comprehensive and up-to-date
synthesis of psilocybin research with stories of
his own and others' psychedelic awakenings,
Khamsehzadeh moves our understanding of the
psychedelic mushroom forward toward a fresh,
hopeful, and exciting future.
Shroom - Andy Letcher 2008-02-19
Did mushroom tea kick-start ancient Greek
philosophy? Was Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland a thinly veiled psychedelic
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mushroom odyssey? Is Santa Claus really a
magic mushroom in disguise? The world of the
magic mushroom is a place where shamans and
hippies rub shoulders with psychiatrists, poets,
and international bankers. Since its rediscovery
only fifty years ago, this hallucinogenic fungus,
once shunned in the West as the most pernicious
of poisons, has inspired a plethora of folktales
and urban legends. In this timely and definitive
study, Andy Letcher chronicles the history of the
magic mushroom—from its use by the Aztecs of
Central America and the tribes of Siberia
through to the present day—stripping away the
myths and taking a critical and humorous look at
the drug's more recent manifestations.
Informative, lively, and impeccably researched,
Shroom is a unique and engaging exploration of
this most extraordinary of psychedelics.
Food of the Gods - Terence McKenna 1999
A journey to some of the Earth's most
endangered people in the remote Upper Amazon
... a look at the rituals of the Bwiti cults of Gabon
and Zaire ... a field watch on the eating habits of
'stoned' apes and chimpanzees - these
adventures are all a part of ethnobotanist
Terence McKenna's extraordinary quest to
discover the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge. He
wonders why, as a species, we are so fascinated
by altered states of consciousness. Can they
reveal something about our origins as human
beings and our place in nature? As an odyssey of
mind, body and spirit, Food of the Gods is one of
the most fascinating and surprising histories of
consciousness ever written. And as a daring
work of scholarship and exploration, it offers an
inspiring vision for individual fulfilment and a
humane basis for our interaction which each
other and with the natural world.
Entangled Life - Merlin Sheldrake 2020-05-12
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A “brilliant
[and] entrancing” (The Guardian) journey into
the hidden lives of fungi—the great connectors
of the living world—and their astonishing and
intimate roles in human life, with the power to
heal our bodies, expand our minds, and help us
address our most urgent environmental
problems. “Grand and dizzying in how
thoroughly it recalibrates our understanding of
the natural world.”—Ed Yong, author of I
Contain Multitudes ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR—Time, BBC Science Focus, The
shroom-a-cultural-history-of-the-magic-mushroom-andy-letcher

Daily Mail, Geographical, The Times, The
Telegraph, New Statesman, London Evening
Standard, Science Friday When we think of
fungi, we likely think of mushrooms. But
mushrooms are only fruiting bodies, analogous
to apples on a tree. Most fungi live out of sight,
yet make up a massively diverse kingdom of
organisms that supports and sustains nearly all
living systems. Fungi provide a key to
understanding the planet on which we live, and
the ways we think, feel, and behave. In
Entangled Life, the brilliant young biologist
Merlin Sheldrake shows us the world from a
fungal point of view, providing an exhilarating
change of perspective. Sheldrake’s vivid
exploration takes us from yeast to psychedelics,
to the fungi that range for miles underground
and are the largest organisms on the planet, to
those that link plants together in complex
networks known as the “Wood Wide Web,” to
those that infiltrate and manipulate insect
bodies with devastating precision. Fungi throw
our concepts of individuality and even
intelligence into question. They are metabolic
masters, earth makers, and key players in most
of life’s processes. They can change our minds,
heal our bodies, and even help us remediate
environmental disaster. By examining fungi on
their own terms, Sheldrake reveals how these
extraordinary organisms—and our relationships
with them—are changing our understanding of
how life works. Winner of the Wainwright Prize,
the Royal Society Science Book Prize, and the
Guild of Food Writers Award • Shortlisted for
the British Book Award • Longlisted for the
Rathbones Folio Prize
The English Magic Tarot - Rex Van Ryn 2016
This captivating new tarot deck draws us into
the vibrant but often hidden world of English
magic, evoking a golden age of mysticism when
John Dee was Queen Elizabeth's Court
Astrologer, antiquarian John Aubrey
rediscovered ancient sacred sites, and the great
physicist Isaac Newton studied alchemy. The
English Magic Tarot places the cards in the
colorful yet turbulent period of English history
that stretches from the time of Henry VIII to the
Restoration. During this time of upheaval
archetypal forces were very much at play,
making this a perfect setting for the cards.
Brought to you by renowned artist Rex Van Ryn,
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colorist Stephen Dooley, and writer Andy
Letcher, this deck has a dynamic, graphic style.
There are unique twists to some of the
traditional images, with riddles, references, and
lore buried within them that will draw users ever
deeper into the mystery and meaning of the
cards. The first deck of its kind to draw explicitly
on the English magical tradition, The English
Magic Tarot opens up a rich new pathway into
the cards that will delight novice and
experienced tarot users alike.
Magic Mushrooms Around the World - Jochen
Gartz 1996
Psychedelic Mystery Traditions - Thomas
Hatsis 2018-09-11
A comprehensive look at the long tradition of
psychedelic magic and religion in Western
Civilization • Explores the use of psychedelics
and entheogens from Neolithic times through
Antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance
to the Victorian era and beyond • Reveals how
psychedelics were integrated into pagan and
Christian magical practices and demonstrates
how one might employ a psychedelic agent for
divination, sex magic, alchemy, communication
with gods, and more • Examines the role of
entheogens in the Mysteries of Eleusis in
Greece, the worship of Isis in Egypt, the
Dionysian mysteries, and the magical practices
of the Thessalian witches as well as Jewish,
Roman, and Gnostic traditions Unbeknownst--or
unacknowledged--by many, there is a long
tradition of psychedelic magic and religion in
Western civilization. As Thomas Hatsis reveals,
the discovery of the power of psychedelics and
entheogens can be traced to the very first
prehistoric expressions of human creativity, with
a continuing lineage of psychedelic mystery
traditions from antiquity through the
Renaissance to the Victorian era and beyond.
Describing how, when, and why different
peoples in the Western world utilized sacred
psychedelic plants, Hatsis examines the full
range of magical and spiritual practices that
include the ingestion of substances to achieve
altered states. He discusses how psychedelics
facilitated divinatory dream states for our
ancient Neolithic ancestors and helped them
find shamanic portals to the spirit world.
Exploring the mystery religions that adopted
shroom-a-cultural-history-of-the-magic-mushroom-andy-letcher

psychedelics into their occult rites, he examines
the role of entheogens in the Mysteries of
Eleusis in Greece, the worship of Isis in Egypt,
and the psychedelic wines and spirits that
accompanied the Dionysian mysteries. The
author investigates the magical mystery
traditions of the Thessalian witches as well as
Jewish, Roman, and Gnostic traditions. He
reveals how psychedelics were integrated into
pagan and Christian magical practices and
demonstrates how one might employ a
psychedelic agent for divination, magic,
alchemy, or god and goddess invocation. He
explores the use of psychedelics by Middle
Eastern and medieval magicians and looks at the
magical use of cannabis and opium from the
Crusaders to Aleister Crowley. From ancient
priestesses and Christian gnostics, to alchemists,
wise-women, and Victorian magicians, Hatsis
shows how psychedelic practices have been an
integral part of the human experience since
Neolithic times.
How to Grow Psilocybin Mushrooms at
Home - John Bryant 2020-05-19
This book is a guide to give you all the
information you need to know about psilocybin
mushrooms and how you can grow them.
Magic Mushroom Explorer - Simon G. Powell
2015-01-30
A visionary guide to safely using psilocybin
mushrooms to tap in to the wisdom of Nature
and reconnect humanity to the biosphere •
Explores the ecopsychological effects of wild
psychedelic mushrooms, including enhanced
biophilia, expanded awareness, eco-shamanic
encounters, and access to the ancient wisdom
that binds all life on Earth • Examines the most
recent scientific studies on psilocybin in the U.S.
and U.K. • Details the author’s work to keep the
use of psilocybin mushrooms legal in the U.K.
and shows that an irrational rejection of
scientific evidence underlies the harsh war
against psychedelic states of consciousness
Psilocybin, the active ingredient found in
psychedelic mushrooms, is an invaluable natural
resource for spiritually revivifying the human
psyche and reconnecting us to the biosphere and
the vast intelligence of Nature. Interweaving the
most recent scientific studies in the United
States and Britain, more than 25 years of sacred
mushroom exploration, and behind-the-scenes
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details on the political wars against
psychedelics, Simon G. Powell offers a guide to
safely navigating and maximizing the healing
and spiritual potential of psilocybin. Powell
explores the ecopsychological effects of wild
psychedelic mushrooms, including enhanced
biophilia, expanded awareness, mystical visions,
and eco-shamanic encounters. He reveals how
the beings and otherworldly teachers common in
psilocybin experiences are actually emissaries
from our higher consciousness that emerge
when the floodgates of perception have been
opened. He shares vivid descriptions from many
of his own psilocybin journeys and shows how
the mushroom offers a path of return to the
ancient wisdom binding all life on Earth, a
wisdom conveyed through tutorial visions and
higher modes of perception. Illustrating
psilocybin’s healthful properties, now
acknowledged by mainstream science, Powell
describes his activism in the fight to keep
psilocybin mushroom use legal in the U.K. and
shows that an irrational rejection of scientific
evidence underlies the harsh war against
psychedelic states of consciousness. Laying the
groundwork for a new relationship with our
biosphere, Powell shows how the Earth’s
psychedelic medicines can reconnect us to the
spirituality and wisdom of Nature and bring the
human race back from the brink of ecological
and existential disaster.
Hallucinogenic and Poisonous Mushroom
Field Guide - Gary P. Menser 2016-01-18
Hallucinogenic and Poisonous Mushrooms Field
Guide tells how to find wild mushrooms in
America. It is a hip-pocket field guide that
presents 24 hallucinogenic mushrooms that
grow in the USA and 8 poisonous species that
they are confused with. A reliable reference for
beginners, the Field Guide opens up the world of
mycology in a clear and precise way. A compact
course in mycology as well as a handy tool for
the professional. Features: How to collect,
identify and dry, useful keys and charts,
Chemical qualities, genus and species
information, over 30 color photos and 50 line
drawings, taxonomy, and glossaries: Latin terms,
macroscopic and microscopic characteristics.
Brian Blomerth's Mycelium Wassonii - Brian
Blomerth 2021-10-14
An illustrated account R. Gordon and Valentina
shroom-a-cultural-history-of-the-magic-mushroom-andy-letcher

Wasson, the pioneering scientist couple
responsible for popularizing the use of
psychedelic mushrooms.
Goodbye, Ice - Lawrence Millman 2020-08-12
Unlike most books of poems nowadays, Goodbye,
Ice by Lawrence Millman has a strong ecological
bias. The book offers a window on the natural
world of the Arctic and its tradition-bound
indigenous people. Climate change, inevitably,
raises its ugly head in many of the poems, but
the book itself is a lament not just for the loss of
ice, but for the loss of the Arctic itself.
Mushrooms - Nicholas P. Money 2017-06-15
Mushrooms hold a peculiar place in our culture:
we love them and despise them, fear them and
misunderstand them. They can be downright
delicious or deadly poisonous, cute as buttons or
utterly grotesque. These strange organisms hold
great symbolism in our myths and legends. In
this book, Nicholas P. Money tells the utterly
fascinating story of mushrooms and the ways we
have interacted with these fungi throughout
history. Whether they have populated the
landscapes of fairytales, lent splendid umami to
our dishes, or steered us into deep
hallucinations, mushrooms have affected
humanity from the earliest beginnings of our
species. As Money explains, mushrooms are not
self-contained organisms like animals and
plants. Rather, they are the fruiting bodies of
large—sometimes extremely large—colonies of
mycelial threads that spread underground and
permeate rotting vegetation. Because these
colonies decompose organic matter, they are of
extraordinary ecological value and have a huge
effect on the health of the environment. From
sustaining plant growth and spinning the carbon
cycle to causing hay fever and affecting the
weather, mushrooms affect just about everything
we do. Money tells the stories of the eccentric
pioneers of mycology, delights in culinary
powerhouses like porcini and morels, and
considers the value of medicinal mushrooms.
This book takes us on a tour of the cultural and
scientific importance of mushrooms, from the
enchanted forests of folklore to the role of these
fungi in sustaining life on earth.
American Trip - Ido Hartogsohn 2020-07-14
How historical, social, and cultural forces
shaped the psychedelic experience in
midcentury America, from CIA experiments with
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LSD to Timothy Leary's Harvard Psilocybin
Project. Are psychedelics invaluable therapeutic
medicines, or dangerously unpredictable drugs
that precipitate psychosis? Tools for spiritual
communion or cognitive enhancers that spark
innovation? Activators for one's private muse or
part of a political movement? In the 1950s and
1960s, researchers studied psychedelics in all
these incarnations, often arriving at
contradictory results. In American Trip, Ido
Hartogsohn examines how the psychedelic
experience in midcentury America was shaped
by historical, social, and cultural forces--by set
(the mindset of the user) and setting (the
environments in which the experience takes
place).
Psilocybin, Magic Mushroom Grower's
Guide - O. T. Oss 1986-01-01
The Doors of Perception and Heaven and
Hell - Aldous Huxley 2017-03-22
Two great classics come to life in one of the
most loved books in American History.
Remastered to include Illustrated exercises, a
biography of Aldous Huxley, and including the
full essay of Heaven and Hell, and The Doors to
Perception, this book is a great gift to those who
are unfamiliar with his work, or may have
forgotten about Huxley's famous contemplations
of life and death. - ZKBS(c) All Rights Reserved.
The Witches' Ointment - Thomas Hatsis
2015-08-17
An exploration of the historical origins of the
“witches’ ointment” and medieval hallucinogenic
drug practices based on the earliest sources •
Details how early modern theologians
demonized psychedelic folk magic into “witches’
ointments” • Shares dozens of psychoactive
formulas and recipes gleaned from rare
manuscripts from university collections all over
the world as well as the practices and magical
incantations necessary for their preparation •
Examines the practices of medieval witches like
Matteuccia di Francisco, who used
hallucinogenic drugs in her love potions and
herbal preparations In the medieval period
preparations with hallucinogenic herbs were
part of the practice of veneficium, or poison
magic. This collection of magical arts used
poisons, herbs, and rituals to bewitch, heal,
prophesy, infect, and murder. In the form of
shroom-a-cultural-history-of-the-magic-mushroom-andy-letcher

psyche-magical ointments, poison magic could
trigger powerful hallucinations and surrealistic
dreams that enabled direct experience of the
Divine. Smeared on the skin, these entheogenic
ointments were said to enable witches to
commune with various local goddesses,
bastardized by the Church as trips to the Sabbat-clandestine meetings with Satan to learn magic
and participate in demonic orgies. Examining
trial records and the pharmacopoeia of witches,
alchemists, folk healers, and heretics of the 15th
century, Thomas Hatsis details how a range of
ideas from folk drugs to ecclesiastical fears over
medicine women merged to form the classical
“witch” stereotype and what history has called
the “witches’ ointment.” He shares dozens of
psychoactive formulas and recipes gleaned from
rare manuscripts from university collections
from all over the world as well as the practices
and magical incantations necessary for their
preparation. He explores the connections
between witches’ ointments and spells for shape
shifting, spirit travel, and bewitching magic. He
examines the practices of some Renaissance
magicians, who inhaled powerful drugs to
communicate with spirits, and of Italian folkwitches, such as Matteuccia di Francisco, who
used hallucinogenic drugs in her love potions
and herbal preparations, and Finicella, who used
drug ointments to imagine herself transformed
into a cat. Exploring the untold history of the
witches’ ointment and medieval hallucinogen
use, Hatsis reveals how the Church transformed
folk drug practices, specifically entheogenic
ones, into satanic experiences.
Magic Mushrooms in Religion and Alchemy
- Clark Heinrich 2002-09
An illustrated foray into the hidden truth about
the use of psychoactive mushrooms to connect
with the divine. • Draws parallels between Vedic
beliefs and Judeo-Christian sects, showing the
existence of a mushroom cult that crossed
cultural boundaries. • Contends that the famed
philosophers' stone of the alchemist was a
metaphor for the mushroom. • Confirms and
extends Robert Gordon Wasson's hypothesis of
the role of the fly agaric mushroom in
generating religious visions. Rejecting
arguments that the elusive philosophers' stone
of alchemy and the Hindu elixir of life were mere
legend, Clark Heinrich provides a strong case
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that Amanita muscaria, the fly agaric mushroom,
played this role in world religious history.
Working under the assumption that this "magic
mushroom" was the mysterious food and drink of
the gods, Heinrich traces its use in Vedic and
Puranic religion, illustrating how ancient
cultures used the powerful psychedelic in
esoteric rituals meant to bring them into direct
contact with the divine. He then shows how the
same mushroom symbols found in Hindu
scriptures correspond perfectly to the symbols of
ancient Judaism, Christianity, the Grail myths,
and alchemy, arguing that miraculous stories as
disparate as the burning bush of Moses and the
raising of Lazarus from the dead can be easily
explained by the use of this strange and
powerful mushroom. While acknowledging the
speculative nature of his work, Heinrich
concludes that in many religious cultures and
traditions the fly agaric mushroom--and in some
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cases ergot or psilocybin mushrooms--had a
fundamental influence in teaching humans about
the nature of God. His insightful book truly
brings new light to the religious history of
humanity.
Psilocybin Mushroom Handbook - L. G.
Nicholas 2006
This well-illustrated book allows anyone with
common sense, a clean kitchen, and a closet
shelf to grow bumper crops of mushrooms.
Besides step-by-step guides to cultivating four
species of psilocybin-containing mushrooms, the
book offers a wealth of additional information,
including an introduction to mushroom biology,
a resource guide for supplies, advice on
discreetly integrating psychedelic mushrooms
into outdoor gardens, and insights into the
traditional use of psilocybins in sacred medicine.
Also included are appendices with a summary of
all included recipes.
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